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All the code are in the end of the file which is name "test.txt", and I did the upload
process with this file. But my file is not showing on the sheet. Do you know what can I do?
I would be very grateful if you can help me with this. A: For sheet formulas and HEX cells,
using in column letters A,B, etc. and then copy/paste the formulas when applicable is the

best practice. There is a detailed guide on formulas, and to prepare a cell for such
solution, see this video. In this specific case, the solution is to search the cell containing
the formula and replace A1 with the formula in some other cell: =HEX(LEFT(C9,4)) Copy
the cell. Then use HEX(LEFT(.)) to get the formula. When I do this in the end of the file,
the formula is copied to the next empty cell below. So it is easy to move it to any other

cell. The trick is that you need to insert the right two characters, not just one, in order to
get HEX. Q: How to allow decimals in formats? How to allow decimals in formats in the

Input Mask. e.g. var v1 = document.getElementById("v1").value; var v2 =
document.getElementById("v2").value; document.getElementById("v3").value = "The

value for '+ v1 +v2+' is " +""; Which returns the following: The value for 'v1' is " +v2+'
is' +'.' Actually, the number is "123456" and "The value for '123456' is '
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